The most hygienic way to open a door!

DEVICE FOR HANDLES AND CRASH BARS
To reduce the transmission of germs and bacteria

Art. 800R

The most hygienic way to open a door!

Art. 800N

Handy is the device created by Nova-Ferr that allows the opening of doors and small gates without touching the handles
or crash bars, reducing the chance of transmission of germs and bacteria.
Provided in a practical kit, easy to install and completely adjustable, it can easily be adapted to all kinds of handles for
civilian, commercial and industrial use, both placed horizontally and vertically.
Available in two colours that match the different kinds of handles or crash bars, guaranteeing the visibility of the device.
Check out the HANDY assembly video on our YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/novaferr

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
ON HORIZONTAL HANDLES / CRASH BARS
M6X20

Fix the support D on the
bracket A by using the bolt
C, interposing the plate B
between A and D
.
Secure HANDY to the
handle by using the
back-plate F and the
gaskets G ﬁxing them with
the bolts E.
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ON VERTICAL HANDLES / CRASH BARS
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Fix the plate I on the
bracket A by using the
bolt C, interposing the
plate B between A and I.
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Once the adjustments are
complete, insert the cover H.
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Secure HANDY to the
handle by using the
back-plate F and the
gaskets G ﬁxing them
with the bolts E.
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Fix the support D to
the plate I by using the
washer L and ﬁx
everything with the
bolt M.

Once the adjustments
are complete, insert
the cover H.

M6X40 / M6X60
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